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The new challenges
of the VUCA world!
#volatility #uncertainty #complexity #ambiguity

FRANCESCO CAUVIN

Chief Executive Officer sedApta Group

Dear Customer,
Welcome to the second publication of the Magazine!
As you will recall, the previous issue was the first published by sedApta, created to
communicate the entry of Atomos FT into the Group and the subsequent creation of Atomos
Hyla, the new consulting company established from the union of three Italian companies that
have been well-known for many years in the Manufacturing Operations, Sales&Operation
Planning Processes and Automation fields. In this issue we also sought to enhance the
sedApta Group's international channel; in fact, you will find some interviews with colleagues
from our foreign subsidiaries as well as a selection of successful case studies carried out by
sedApta-osys in France, sedApta advenco and sedApta concept in Germany.
sedApta-osys has offices in Laval and Lyon; the team includes over 30 people boasting 20 years
of experience in the French Food & Beverage, Plastics, Packaging, Mechanics, Aeronautics,
Fashion & Luxury, Automotive and Pharmaceutical markets. Their business started in the
factory, more specifically in the MES arena.
We have three offices in Germany (Stuttgart, Giessen, Chemnitz) with a team of about 40
colleagues who have acquired experience in more than 25 years of activity in the German Food
& Beverage, Plastics, Mechanics, Automotive, Chemical, Fashion & Textile markets, throughout
the Supply Chain, both S&OP and MOM.
The selection of articles in this issue demonstrates solutions which have successfully
incorporated all these experiences in the fields, ranging from performance analysis to process
orchestration, from planning to web scheduling and production progress... without forgetting
the near future, which will be full of technological and functional innovations: in fact, 2020 is
the year of the transition to SOA architecture and the start of the Cloud era for sedApta, with
obvious advantages for our customers!
Read the details about our product suite’s evolution on the dedicated pages.
I hope you enjoy the issue,
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ABOUT US

TALENT & TEAM
Our team

We
are
creative,
innovative,
technology-loving. We are passionate
about finding high-tech solutions
that allow our customers to manage
planning, execution and optimization
at all levels of the supply chain. Each
of us provides a unique contribution,
based on our skills and abilities, but
we all work for a common mission: to
provide the best integrated solution
on the market.

At sedApta we believe that the ability
to work in a global team (our team
is distributed between Italy, France,
Germany and Brazil), the continuous
training of our collaborators and the
use of well-defined and orchestrated
business processes are the key to
staying at the forefront in a constantly
evolving world and to better support
our customers.

Interview
Where do you work?
I work in the sedApta office in Via Dino Col in Genoa.
What do you do?
I work in the CT Team as Program Manager of MOM products (Shop Floor Monitor,
Scheduling and Smart Asset Management).

CAROLINA
TORREGGIANI
Program Manager
sedApta Group

What do you like about your job?
I really like starting from the customer's requirements, contributing to the definition of
the product specifications while making them as generic as possible and seeing the final
product made, knowing it is used by the final customers.
What are your personal interests?
In my spare time, in addition to spending time with family and friends, I like being outdoors
and taking long walks.
www.sedapta.com

Where do you work?
At Atomos Hyla, located in São Paulo, Brazil.
What do you do?
I’m the head of company operations in Brazil, so I’m basically involved in administration,
sales, marketing and project delivery.
Based on my technical background, I try to follow every single project we are working on to
make sure we deliver the best the market can offer.

DIEGO IMENES
Country Manager
Atomos Hyla do Brazil
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What do you like about your job?
I always think we are part of the history to be told in the future. We all learned about the
industrial revolution (industry 2.0) at school and now we are in the middle of the biggest to
come. What makes everything more exciting is that this time I’m part of it.
It really motivates me to know we are delivering innovation and making the difference
happening right now.
What are your personal interests?
I love spending time with my family and friends. I’m really active and right now I’m training
for my first triathlon competition.
www.atomoshyla.com

Where do you work?
In the sedApta office in Giessen, Germany.
What do you do?
I mainly work on the technical delivery and pre-sales of Scheduling and Sales and Operations
Planning projects for the Automotive and Pharmaceutical Industries.

DIOGO CARDIA
Supply Chain Planning
Specialist
sedApta Germany

What do you like about your job?
The personal and cultural side of it - on a normal working day I find myself working with
colleagues and customers from all around the world and speaking / writing in 3-4 languages every new person I work with manages to broaden my perspective a little bit further, enriching
my professional journey.
What are your personal interests?
My personal interests revolve around family, travel, reading and sports, ideally in a mix-andmatch kind of way..
www.sedapta.com/de

Where do you work?
I work at sedApta-osys, in Laval, France.

IDA DAGANO
ROUSSEAU
MOM Specialist
sedApta-osys

What do you do?
I am a consultant. Depending on the project I am working on, I am either a technical consultant
or a functional consultant, or both. My job is to support a customer from the start to the end of
a project. This can be a MES project, OSA, Factory Scheduling, Resource & Supply Planning.
Then, depending on the project, I may have an interview with the customer in order to
understand its needs, then I write technical and functional specifications, install and configure
the applications on the customer’s servers, provide training on sedApta tools, support the
customer with tool usage... So my job is to manage an entire project or only a part of it
according to its complexity.
What do you like about your job?
I like this job because I can learn a lot of things, starting with the world of industry 4.0 and
how it works. In fact, our company has customers who work in different domains (cosmetics,
food, textiles, pharmaceuticals, etc.) and each customer has its own way of working, its own
methods and history. Whenever I go to a new customer, a visit to the factory is mandatory to
get a better view of the working process. It is very interesting to see the different technologies
used and to know that our tools will also contribute to improving the existing process. I also
appreciate the human relationships that I have with my clients, the business trips around
France and Europe and the fact that I learn new things every day because of the constant
evolution of the world of industry 4.0.
What are your personal interests?
I love cooking, I like to try different recipes from different countries, I love Asian food. I also like
to travel, discover new cultures and people. On my free time I like to sew, garden, tinker, cook
and of course, spend time with my family.
www.sedapta.com/fr
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INNOVATION

THE ERA OF COLLABORATIVE
CONNECTIVITY IN REAL TIME!
sedApta was established in 2014 with two objectives that
are as simple to think as they are complex to realize: to
innovate the product suite and internationalize the group.
Both paths are tortuous and involve being able to make
mistakes and learn from them. In these years, the Team has
taken several important steps forward and the references
that can be found in our Magazine are the most important
proof. Bauli connects more than 1300 suppliers to their
supply chain planning process using the Web Supply Engine
module; Verallia manages the demand forecast process by
orchestrating 300 sales agents using the latest Demand
Sales Web Collaboration and uses Web Scheduling to
optimize work cycles in 12 European plants; Candy creates

several orchestrated processes for authorization approval
during the collaborative forecast; last but not least,
thyssenkrupp Steering is able to synchronize its planning
process with that of scheduling.
S&OP Suite:
2020 is the beginning of a new era for sedApta: that
of the Cloud. Our customers will benefit from several
advantages: more agility in the implementation of new
solutions, the ability to create scalable solutions, the
possibility of managing upgrades more effectively, without
forgetting the possibility of outsourcing some IT costs.
However, it is in real-time collaborative connectivity that
the true value is affirmed: it ranges from the possibility of
sharing replenishment plans with suppliers and following
the progress in real time, up to sharing information about
processed orders or stock levels in the various distribution
centers globally, improving the level of customer service.
The new technology, combined with the O.S.A. foundation
(Orchestrate, Support, Analyze, in short, a real supply chain
Control Tower) used on mobile and non-mobile devices
improves: real-time data exchange, the collection of
critical information inside and outside the company, digital
debates in case of uncertain decisions with the possibility
of analyzing key values in detail (KPIs) and the mistakes
made between the different functions in the corporate
ecosystem.
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MOM Suite:
As for the Manufacturing Operations Management
platform, 2019 was the year in which the Web Scheduling
module was affirmed, with several implementations made
around the world and ready for the Cloud.
Lastly, how can we forget one of the most interesting
and innovative programs in recent years, Industry 4.0?
Connectivity with machines plays a central role among the
many innovations.
In the past years, sedApta focused on four congruent
axes: extending the communication protocols with
machines (OPC UA, EUROMAP 63), standardizing a level
of communication with all the modules of the sedApta
suite (via Notification Engine), improving the usability of
the full web MES solution and integrating everything with
the latest generation of industrial terminals produced by
our French subsidiary.
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The result is a highly scalable solution supported by ad-hoc
libraries to meet specific needs such as:
• Andon
• OEE Real-time machines
• OLE Real time operators
• Real time molds / equipment
• Statistics
• Traceability
• KPI ISO22400
• Assembly checklist
• Operator console.
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CASE STUDY

BAULI

Created with the craftsmanship of Ruggero Bauli, founder
of the business in 1922, Bauli S.p.A. has succeeded over
the years thanks to its know-how, passion for pastry
quality and technological development, to achieve a strong
leadership in the sector of holiday products and croissants.
In the 1960s Ruggero Bauli was succeeded by his three sons:
Alberto, Adriano and Carlo. The company embarked on a
path of development based on an inseparable combination
of original recipes, artisan quality and innovation and
achieved a large turnover, with the subsequent acquisition
of FBF of Romanengo in Crema (the most important
croissant production company in Italy) and in July 2006,
the entire share package of the historic Italian brand Doria
known for the production of biscuits and crackers with a
production site in Orsago, in the province of Treviso.

PROJECT

The secret of Bauli’s success lies in having been able
to combine the wisdom of artisanal recipes with high
technology. Today Bauli ensures quality guaranteed by
high, unattainable standards for artisanal production,
through the choice of raw ingredients of the highest level,
thousands of controls in the supply chain, from the raw
materials to the entire production process.
Today the Bauli Group brings together companies
motivated by the same continuous and constant pursuit of
qualitative excellence, with the aim of obtaining customer/
consumer confidence by offering specialization, innovation
and service.

The modules identified as constituent elements of the
solution refer to the following components of the suite:

COMPANY
BAULI

SECTOR

FOOD&BEVERAGE

Precisely in the perspective of innovation and continuous
improvement, in 2015 Bauli began to introduce a
Sales & Operational Planning tool that would allow a
standardization of methods and tools and provide support
to demand forecasting activities for holiday products
(Christmas and Easter) and continuous products (snacks,
biscuits and crackers). Bauli sought, in particular, an agile
and flexible application architecture that supported the
planners belonging to the three different sales divisions
(Continuous, Holiday and Private Label) in the definition
of production volumes per Item/Bucket and that allowed
information to be shared with Operations.

SOLUTION

»
»
»
»
»

Demand Management
Inventory Management
Resource & Supply Planning
Order Promising
Web Supply Engine.

The medium/long term objectives concerned the
introduction of a planning solution with finite capacity
(continuous and holiday) that would allow:

SIZE

5 PRODUCTIVE PLANTS IN
ITALY, 1 MAIN DISTRIBUTION
CENTER, 2 REGIONAL
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

TURNOVER

460 MLN€ (2018)

SEDAPTA MODULES

DEMAND MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
RESOURCE & SUPPLY PLANNING
ORDER PROMISING
WEB SUPPLY ENGINE
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» Generating the target stock on the nodes of the
production logistics network according to the desired
service level
» Generating the Replenishment Plan with infinite capacity
on distribution logistic nodes (Hub/Peripheral Deposits)
according to the commercial demand and the desired
stock targets
» Determining the main production plan with infinite
capacity (to be produced) for all sales businesses
» Validating the Main Production Plan with finite capacity
according to the availability of resources (definition of
the production structures of the factories in the medium/
long term)
» Simulating expected stock profiles by product category
» Have visibility, and alarms, on hypotheses of occupied
warehouse spaces.
The short-term objectives concerned the introduction of
(continuous and holiday) capacity planning solution that
would allow:
» Generating stock objectives (target stock) on the various
nodes of the production logistics network according to
the desired service level
» Determining the main production plan with infinite
capacity (to be produced) for all sales businesses
» Defining the priorities of the proposals
» Scheduling the current week.

BENEFITS

Medium / Long Term
» Improvement of the level of customer service level
» Containment of storage costs
» Analysis of requirements coverage based on active Open
Orders
» Generation of Net Material Requirements for Plant /
Supplier / Item / Week according to the set up and stock
policies

» Generation of Call Offs per Plant - Copacker / Supplier /
Item / Day of Materials Long Lead Time
» Publication and sharing of open delivery orders via WEB
Short term
» Scheduled Production Plan Satisfaction
» Containment of storage costs
» Generation of Call Offs per Plant - Copacker / Supplier /
Item / Day of Materials with Short Lead Time
» Check the proposed Call Off consistency with active
Open Orders
» Logical Shipping Generation for Plant - Copacker /
Supplier / Item / Day - Now
» Publication and sharing of Call Off via WEB.

WHY SEDAPTA
»
»
»
»

Best of Breed option best among those evaluated
Modularity of the solution
“Tailor-made” solution for Logistics Management needs
Easy integration with different systems and different
databases (HANA, SQL Server)
» Portal (WSE) for order management and specifications
» Also present for the Deploy process.
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CASE STUDY

CANDY
Candy manufactured the first Italian washing machine
in 1945 and went on to invent the modern front loading
washing machine in the late 1950s. Candy quickly became
synonymous with washing throughout Italy. Candy is an
international brand that offers a comprehensive range
of practical, high performance, freestanding and builtin appliances; skillfully combining the most advanced
technologies with stylish Italian design. Throughout the
decades Candy’s mission has always remained the same:
to meet the needs of consumers with innovative, easy
to use products that represent great value for money at
affordable prices.

PROJECT

Candy has recently been acquired by the Haier Group,
which decided to adopt and integrate the new SCM
Information System. The project objective was to replace
the current information system in order to make the
production, procurement and distribution planning
and execution more reliable, consistent and visible. The
idea was “Optimize and manage exceptions as much as
possible”.
In particular, the main objectives were to:
» Identify an optimal distribution plan from sources to
markets
» Move up the instant in which the shipment order
is allocated to the logistic network to postpone
containerization

COMPANY

CANDY HOOVER
GROUP

SECTOR

HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES

» Create a sales forecast on the logistics network nodes,
starting from historical data and using mathematical
algorithms
» Propose forecasts related to new products, based on
logical similarities to existing items
» Build a weekly-based forecast, according to historical
curves or heuristic rules
» Manage user support in interactions with proposed data
in forcing activities
» Support historical data characterization, identifying and
managing (manually or automatically) the appropriate
outliers
» Manage the collaboration process among functions/
users, in order to obtain the consensus forecast, through
a highly configurable collaborative workflow.

SOLUTION

Candy chose sedApta suite’s S&OP, Demand Management,
Master planning, Distribution Deployment and Inventory
management, in order to improve:
» S&OP process management to check high level demand
feasibility (medium-long term)
» Sales forecasts generation on the logistic network
nodes using mathematical algorithms and orchestrated
collaborative workflow
» Target stock generation according to the defined service
level goals
» Replenishment generation on logistic network nodes at
infinite capacity

SIZE

47 BRANCHES
SPREAD ALL OVER
THE WORLD

TURNOVER
1,14 BILLION €
(2018)

SEDAPTA MODULES

DEMAND MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
RESOURCE & SUPPLY PLANNING
ORDER PROMISING
O.S.A.
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» Master Production / Purchase Plan generation for
finished products at infinite capacity
» Master Production / Purchase Plan generation for
finished products at finite capacity (plants / suppliers).

BENEFITS

» Customer service level improvement
» Networking capital reduction through stock optimization
across entire supply chain
» Freight-in cost reduction
» Efficiency of the entire process of Supply Chain Planning
and Execution (ETP/sales)
» Multi-user interactivity
» Process orchestration through hierarchical creation and
validation with and geographic consolidation
» Multilevel data management
» Generation of multilevel and multi-hierarchical events
(article, channel, time)
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CASE STUDY

DIASORIN
DiaSorin S.p.A. works in the field of biotechnology, within
which it develops, produces and sells tests (reagents and
analyzers for blood analysis) for the diagnosis of alterations
in the patient’s health status of infectious, hormonal or
tumor origin. DiaSorin’s commitment is aimed at improving
people’s quality of life through the preventive identification
of potential clinical pathologies through a wide range of
very high quality products. The offer includes highly routine
tests and specialty tests that share a high technological
content. The marketed tests are aimed at laboratories all
over the world, private and hospital.
DiaSorin is one of the main biotechnology players in
the in vitro diagnostics market and, in particular, in the
immunodiagnostics and molecular diagnostics segment.
The Italian multinational group, listed on the stock
exchange since 2007 and now present in the FTSE MIB
index, is made up of 24 companies, 5 foreign branches
and 6 production sites located all over the world. At the
beginning of 2020, with the spread of the new Coronavirus
outbreak, DiaSorin promptly developed a molecular
diagnostic test to detect all known variants of COVID-19
as well as having developed serological tests to detect the
presence of specific antibodies.

CONTEXT

The market in which DiaSorin operates is characterized
by extreme heterogeneity and is undergoing an important
phase of change driven by the need for national health
systems to contain costs.

COMPANY
DIASORIN

SECTOR

PHARMACEUTICAL
DIAGNOSTIC

In this market context, DiaSorin has been able to develop
and grow its business thanks to some strategic directives
such as: constant development of new tests; development
and launch of new analyzers; acquisitions to support the
offer; high level commercial partnerships; growing market
penetration.
These elements have increased the complexity of the
supply chain both from the point of view of the distribution
network (increasing number of customers and countries to
be served in addition to the growing number of production
sites that have gone from 2 to 6) and from the point of
view of the managed product portfolio (growing number of
tests and analyzers on different business segments such as
immunodiagnostic and molecular).
The company organization had to quickly pursue the
needs of the business, encountering however some critical
issues in supply chain management: the planning system
was not fully aligned between its various components
(commercial branches and production sites), causing on the
one hand disruptions to final customers and on the other
causing obsolescence at the level of both the branches
and production sites. The planning process was also
cumbersome because it was not supported by a structured
system and where each branch had its own Excel file to
plan local inventory replenishment.
The company therefore wanted to invest in an S&OP (Sales
& Operation Planning) system that would allow greater
monitoring of the demand signal and greater coordination
between the commercial branches and production sites.

SIZE

2000 EMPLOYEES
6 PRODUCTION SITES
26 BRANCHES
DISTRIBUTORS IN
120 COUNTRIES

TURNOVER

€ 706 MLN (2019)

SEDAPTA MODULES

DEMAND MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
OSA – ANALYTICS
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PROJECT

The project involved a review of the production planning
processes thanks to the implementation of the following
sedApta application modules:
» Demand Management
» Inventory Management
» OSA - Analytics.
The project perimeter for this first phase concerned
the groups of products manufactured in the European
production sites (around 600 item codes).
The new production planning process had to flexibly
manage DiaSorin’s articulated supply chain in all its
components. The planning frequency was defined as
monthly in order to guarantee a constant review and
alignment between demand and production. The goal was
to strive for a demand-driven supply chain that can quickly
adapt to market changes.
The new process was divided into three consecutive phases
which were scheduled over the course of the month:
» Demand planning (sell-out): demand planners define
the demand profile for each item code. DiaSorin was
able to model three distinct flows / methods of defining
demand according to the reference market and logistical
organization: branches that manage a local warehouse;
distributors (export); drop shipment (European branches)
» Definition of the replenishment plan (sell-in): for
the branches that manage the local warehouse,
between 20th and 30th of each month the warehouse
replenishment plan is defined. In particular, the planner
sets the planning policies for the different item codes
in a simple way (e.g. minimum replenishment quantity,
lead time, frozen period, safety stock, residual shelf-life
that must be guaranteed to the end customer, shipping
calendar) and the system automatically calculates the
best replenishment plan also considering potential
future scraps deriving from over-stocks or declines in
demand in addition to the quantities in transit and any
open orders to the European distribution hub
» Production planning for the production sites: the sellout and sell-in data are therefore consolidated by the
end of the month and the total signal of the production
requirement is supplied to the production sites which,
by the 20th of each month, calculate the new Master
Production Schedule at infinite capacity. Here too,

similarly to what occurs for the branch replenishment
plan, the system automatically calculates the best
reintegration plan. A peculiarity that distinguishes
the planning of the production sites from that of the
branches is the presence of a constraint that takes into
account the maximum production per product group.
Dedicated web reporting (sedApta Analytics) has
also been created which allows simply and immediately
monitoring the various performance indicators (KPI) on
the planning and management quality of the entire supply
chain.

BENEFITS

The main results obtained from the project can be
summarized as follows:
» Greater frequency of revision of the pipe-line along the
entire supply chain
» Automatic updating of the various system inputs such as
sales and orders
» Consensus process along the entire supply chain
» Ability to make predictions on aggregate views and
subsequently proportionally propagate the data on the
underlying levels
» Accuracy of the forecast calculated on the ordered
quantities and not on the shipped quantities
» Possibility for demand planners to start reviewing the
forecast by starting from the data saved in the previous
month
» Greater central visibility on the management / planning
policies of the individual branches
» Better visibility for branches of transit shipments
» Automatic calculation of potential scrap.
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CASE STUDY

LALIQUE
As the flagship of French crystalware, Lalique is a luxury
company founded in 1888 by the master glassmaker and
creator of jewelry, René Lalique, owned by the Swiss
ART & FRAGRANCE group since 2008. It produces and
distributes pieces in different sectors: decorative elements,
interior architecture, jewelry, perfumes and works of art.
La Maison Lalique is famous for its emblematic vases,
which are still handmade in the manufacturing company
of Wingen-sur-Moder (Alsace, France), in the heart of a
region of ancient glassmaking tradition, opened by René
Lalique in 1921; today it is the only Lalique factory in the
world.
Over the years, Lalique has collaborated and still
collaborates with various luxury brands, artists and
designers, in order to create unique pieces or limited
editions, such as the world-famous architect Zaha Hadid,
Bentley Motors, The Macallan whiskey, Hardy cognac,
Caran d’Ache, Tom Ford, Nina Ricci, THG, etc. With an
offer of 5,000 items in its catalog, Lalique “shines” on an
international level today.
In its production site in Wingen-sur-Moder, Lalique has a
specialized team of 250 people producing 150,000 pieces
a year, which can range from 1 gr to 250 kg.

COMPANY
LALIQUE

SECTOR

CRYSTALWARE

PROJECT

Lalique is emerging from a period of rationalization and the
relaunch of its business thanks to the modernization of its
production system in Wingen-sur-Moder: in particular, at
the end of 2017 the company decided to install Oracle ERP
and invest in a global MOM project as part of the process
of digitalization of production.
The aim of the MOM project was to achieve:
» Simple planning of Production Orders (information
directly available to the plant managers)
» Operator monitoring in line with the different contexts
of the crystalware market
» Traceability of Production Orders
» Quality management
» Maintenance management directly connected and
integrated to the other modules.

SOLUTION

The modules identified as the building blocks of the
solution refer to the following components of the sedApta
suite:
» MES
» Web Scheduling
» Smart Asset Management
Initially, Lalique decided to replace the internally developed
MES solution the sedApta suite’s data collection and
production monitoring solution.

SIZE

250 EMPLOYEES
1 PRODUCTION SITE

TURNOVER

€ 39 MLN (2018)

SEDAPTA MODULES
MES
WEB SCHEDULING
SMART ASSET
MANAGEMENT
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In particular, the new MES system made it possible to
achieve the following objectives:
» Progress control which includes:
» The graphic projection of the teamwork plan
» The trend check per work shift
» Operator balances and final balance checks
» Monitoring of attendance and associated KPIs
» Management of the operators in training
» Shift optimization and workforce distribution
Following this implementation, sedApta-osys supported
the customer in the second phase of the project, with
the extension to the capacity-planning part with the
Web Scheduling module, that is, to a tool that managed
various types of production constraints present in critical
departments and materials, with the aim to:
» program resources
» respect the delivery date of a work order by improving
service levels
» analyze the costs of the finished product
The Smart Asset Management module was introduced in
the last project phase, which allowed integrating operations
and maintenance constraints in relation to the production
plan, scheduling and MES.

BENEFITS

The MOM solution was configured to communicate with
Oracle ERP and offers Lalique the possibility of moving
towards more elaborate planning with the introduction of
an engine for order sequencing.
Lalique has chosen sedApta for:
» its wide range of functional coverage,
» the usability of its graphical interfaces,
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» standard integration with Kélio (attendance management
tool),
» the possibility of functional evolution.
sedApta’s MOM offer allowed Lalique to collect targeted
and reliable factory information in real time and make it
available to operators and managers.
In the short term, Lalique has noticed administrative time
savings in data entry and management.
In the medium term, Lalique has observed better
management of its production and an increase in
productivity.
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CASE STUDY

NORAFIN
Norafin, a specialist in the production of high-quality
material constructions, technical nonwovens and
composites, can look back on a long-standing company
history. Beginning with the development of Europe’s first
water jet line in 1980, Norafin collaborated with the Saxon
Research Institute for the Textile Industry.
Today Norafin is one of the world leaders in the production
of high-quality technical textiles for air and liquid filtration,
protective clothing, and the medical, construction,
aerospace and automotive industries.

THE CHALLENGE

“What makes our company so successful is flexibility.
This allows offering customers special product solutions
according to their needs. A flexible and optimally
coordinated production process as well as innovative ideas
and solutions are necessary prerequisites,” says André
Lang, Managing Director at Norafin.
Through the implementation of new technologies, the
growing needs and the necessary expansions in production,
Norafin has become a global player in its industry. This
growth required adapting the production planning and
control systems to meet the needed requirements, which
makes the company prepared for the future.

COMPANY

SECTOR

TECHNICAL TEXTILES

The system had to be flexible worldwide by guaranteeing
multilingualism and ensuring further requirements for dualcontinent production, including working with different
units of measure, their conversions and documentation.

WHY THIS SOLUTION

Norafin chose the system for production planning and
control, part of the sedApta offering.

Norafin produces in Germany and the USA.

NORAFIN INDUSTRIES
(GERMANY) GMBH

For this, Norafin was looking for a complete system that
optimizes and transparently depicts end-to-end, from
sales requirements through production planning, materials
purchasing and production control.

The solution is based on a standard package, which can
be individually adapted to the specific processes and
requirements of the customer. All manufacturing processes,
including ordering, goods receipt process, warehouse
management, inventory management and valuation, can
be mapped end-to-end in this system.
In addition, customer orders, incoming deliveries plus
delivery and accounting processes are all managed and
supported in this program.
Another important aspect of Norafin’s decision for this
solution was that the system could be integrated into the
existing system landscape via a standard interface.

SIZE

PRODUCTION SITES
GERMANY & USA

TURNOVER

€ 33 MLN (2017)

SEDAPTA MODULES
PRODUCTION PLANNING
AND CONTROL
MES
SCHEDULING
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SOLUTION

The implemented solution supports Norafin’s manufacturing processes in Germany and the USA. Over 3500
semi-finished and finished products are listed at each
production site. Each article is maintained exclusively in
the implemented system and its manufacturing process
is completely documented and managed in the system.
The manufacturing process is supported from the raw
material order to the delivery.
Norafin leverages on functions like:
» Material ordering, incoming goods control, warehouse
management
» Order creation
» Resource Management
» Sequence planning with simulation & optimization of the
multi-level production process
» Production control with variants
» Feedback with detailed roll information
» Controlled removal of material with due regards to
defined special mixtures
» Inventory Management and Stock Valuation
» Generation of delivery notes
» Accounting
Every day, production planning, sales, logistics, purchasing
and warehouse employees use the system with the
functions assigned to them in their area of responsibility,
in both Germany and the US.

BENEFITS

“We were able to improve our planning with the system,
from planning in Excel lists to the transparent planning
system where we can map and control the complexity of
our production processes,” says André Lang.
Norafin underlines advantages such as:
» Transparency and order progress control across all
processes
» Mapping of the complete goods cycle
» Significant reduction of bottlenecks and delivery delays
» Optimized sequencing and resource utilization

»
»
»
»
»
»

Complete end-to-end process control
Clear defined storage units with detailed roll information
Paperless Production (BDE)
Procurement control
Warehouse Management
Inventory and stock valuation.

“We have already defined other challenges,” says Lang,
“and will implement them in future projects together with
our long-term partner, today sedApta concept GmbH, part
of the sedApta Group”.

ANDRÉ LANG

MANAGING DIRECTOR AT NORAFIN
By using this solution, we were able to significantly
improve and optimize our manufacturing process.
Today, we have transparency over inventory, production
and order progress at all times and can optimally control
our production processes at both production locations.
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CASE STUDY

RICHEL
Created in 1964, the Richel Group is a third-generation
family business that has been the French specialist and
Europe’s leading manufacturer of plastic greenhouses for
over 50 years.
Richel Serre is recognized for its competence and knowhow: excellence in project service, from the smallest to the
most ambitious. Richel designs, manufactures and develops
complete greenhouse and shelter solutions for agriculture,
construction and industry on a worldwide scale.
With a team of 60 people and an integrated design
office, the DIMAC SAS branch based in western France
designs, studies and installs heating, irrigation, handling,
climate management systems, etc. of the horticulture and
agronomy projects that Richel creates.
Three main activities completed the Group’s experience:
the creation in 2000 of a storage center under the
TOUTABRI brand; the development of the Venlo Glass
Greenhouses business in 2004 and the integration in 2007
within the group of the French specialist for greenhouses
equipment and modular shelters, Richel Equipement.
Throughout its history, the Group has constantly grown
both on the national and international markets. Present
in five continents, Richel realizes complete projects of
equipped greenhouses in 80 countries all over the world
world.
With a site for the design and production of greenhouses
based in the south of France, the Richel Group includes

COMPANY

GROUP RICHEL

SECTOR

PRODUCTION OF
COMPLETE
GREENHOUSES AND
SHELTERS SOLUTIONS

250 people who participate in the realization of around
500 projects per year in France and worldwide.

PROJECT

In 2015, Richel launched a global productivity plan in its
plant in Eygalieres.
Until then, Richel had monitored its production through
the ERP system and files filled in by the operators.
As part of this global productivity plan, Richel asked
sedApta to analyze its needs together and choose the
most suitable tool for production monitoring.
The objectives of this global productivity plan were the
following:
» Allowing real-time production monitoring on twelve
plant areas, with full reliability of the data displayed;
» Monitoring production for exceptions, having the
opportunity to act promptly;
» Leveraging on a true management tool for department
heads and logistics and performance monitoring.
For Richel, the implementation of production monitoring
had to allow better understanding the difficulties
encountered during the execution of work orders (WO),
recognizing and quantifying the risks of the production
itself. With the installation of the next module for
Scheduling and thanks to the automatic communication
between this module and the MES, Richel had to be able
to effectively monitor operational planning.

SIZE

2 PRODUCTION SITES
IN FRANCE AND 250
EMPLOYEES

TURNOVER

€ 136 MLN (2019)

SEDAPTA MODULES
MES
FACTORY SCHEDULING
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SOLUTION

The modules identified as building blocks of the solution
therefore refer to the following components of the sedApta
suite:
» MES
» Factory Scheduling.
The implementation of the entire project began in spring
2016.
Initially, sedApta sets up the monitoring of the production
activity of 80 people and 30 machines and then the logistic
monitoring. Following this implementation, sedApta-osys
supported Richel in the second phase of the project,
with the extension to the capacity planning part with the
Factory Scheduling module, a tool that manages different
types of production constraints.
Operator monitoring
Richel reproduced the operator consoles on existing PCs.
The sedApta MES console allows the operator to have
all the information on the production in progress. The
application is also able to monitor all operators assigned
to existing production. All this information is passed on to
supervisors who recreate statistics that support decisionmaking.
Monitoring of machine activity
The sedApta MES allows declaring the start and end
of a WO, but the solution also allows setting the start
declaration of a multiple production. The states of the
machine follow the production phases in sequence, thanks
to the function of modifying the state of the machine. The
sedApta MES reaches the point of perfecting the state
of the machine, specifying the causes of the stops. From
that moment on, the operator can perform maintenance
monitoring by declaring the start or end of a maintenance
or fault intervention. Various production information is
displayed through the console thanks to the supervisors,

but also the modification of reports that can serve as
support for the decision-making process.
Logistic monitoring
sedApta has installed the monitoring of start-up and
preparation activities. Operators have label traceability
through a barcode reader using the MES console and
monitor a number of ready lines or a number of loaded
packs.

BENEFITS

The sedApta MES and Scheduling project has achieved its
objectives.
The goal of the MES was to improve and guarantee the
digitalization of all the operators’ input. In fact, Richel
quickly found advantages in the operator’s workstations:
the elimination of an end-of-entry data sheet has saved
time and paper, improving the reliability of information and
freeing the operator for other activities.
On the other hand, as part of the action plan relating to
machine productivity, Richel worked on yield (cycle time),
but also on machine loading speed. By working on multiple
inputs, the machine park has gained reliability, capacity
and working speed.
The implementation of the sedApta Scheduling solution
achieved the following objectives:
» Better plan resources
» Respecting the delivery date of a customer order, thereby
improving the service level
» Analyzing the costs of the finished product.
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CASE STUDY

THYSSENKRUPP STEERING
The industrial Group thyssenkrupp Presta AG leads the
business unit for steering systems through thyssenkrupp
Steering, which is a manufacturer of innovative and
qualitatively exceptional steering systems. thyssenkrupp
top-end services have led it to be one of the largest
manufacturers of steering systems in the world, and the
global market leader in steering columns. The cold forging
business area, with its unique manufacturing using weight
and cost-saving “net shape” methods, is the technology
leader in the field of cold forging.
Overall, a total of approximately 8,500 employees
worldwide work in 17 plants and development facilities
in Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Germany, France, Poland,
Hungary, Mexico, Brazil, the USA, China and Japan, where
steering systems for more than 20 million vehicles per year
are developed and produced.
The core of this Business Unit is in Eschen, Liechtenstein,
with approximately 2,500 employees. The team focuses
on helping to shape megatrends: autonomous driving,
connectivity and powertrain electrification.

ANALYSIS

The increasing volumes, varieties and complexity of
products, and the growing number of intercompany
relationships among different plants of the Group brought

COMPANY

THYSSENKRUPP
STEERING

SECTOR

GLOBAL MANUFACTURER
OF AUTOMOTIVE STEERING SYSTEMS

up the strong need to integrate cross-plant planning
functionalities, as well as to standardize corporate planning
and scheduling processes and systems.
After a significant Best of Breed market selection, in
2016 thyssenkrupp chose sedApta as the new partner to
implement those needs.
The modules identified as critical elements of the solution
refer to the following components of the sedApta suite:
» Resource & Supply Planning (in each individual plant and
for cross plant functionalities)
» Factory Scheduling.
In order to obtain the benefits deriving from the
implementation of this new solution, as they were
evaluated in the As-Is analysis phase, the essential and
supporting elements needed at Management level were
the following:
» Review all cycles and technical data: setup and processing
times, main and alternative resources and any missing
phases
» Enter the missing cycles
» Manage Bills of Materials
» Carry out planning in a correct and structured way
» Create a feasible and balanced Main Production Plan.

SIZE

17 PRODUCTIVE SITES
AND 8,500 EMPLOYEES
WORLDWIDE

TURNOVER
€34.7 BILLION
(2018)

SEDAPTA MODULES

RESOURCE & SUPPLY
PLANNING
FACTORY SCHEDULING
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
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SOLUTION

The main functionalities of the ONE V&OP (Volume &
Operations Planning) Project includes the following:
» Rolling (weekly to daily) Capacity Planning (or MPS
master production scheduling) and load balancing in a
range of 12 months on a weekly granularity considering:
» immediate visibility on the virtual stock levels for raw
materials as well as for finished goods as a consequence
of the planners simulations
» detailed BoM information (bill-of-process and bill-ofmaterial) for each part number
» customer call-off and packaging information
» supplier capacity information
» supplier in transit material and delivery notes
» on-hand stock information (warehouse for buy parts
and order progress for make parts)
» transportation calendar
» lot-size rules
» dynamic production order generation based on lotsize rules and production rhythm – Every Part Every
Interval (EPEI)
» production patterns including EPEI logic for individual
parts / part families
» packaging lot-size rules.
» Daily scheduling for Production areas:
» including production lot-size information, customer
oriented packaging lot-size consideration, EPEI logic,
supply strategies and customer oriented security stock
policies
» respecting set-up matrixes, supply strategies, detailed
call-off granularity, dynamic lot-size optimization by
bundling work orders but respecting packaging and
handling unit quantities
» Re-scheduling functionality using same rule-set and
model by integration of:
» current order status information from production
» continuously updating supply & stock integration real-time control and return
» Integrated material availability monitoring:
» respecting actual stock information, in-transit- and
supply-stock (ASN) information, work-in-progress for
make-parts, packaging material availability considering
customer oriented packaging logic
» Compliance with dates and appointments of the missing
components of the frozen Assembly Plan (last two
weeks)
» Optimization of work / overtime and workforce
distribution.

BENEFITS

The solution integrates mid- to short term planning and
scheduling functionalities using the same restrictions and
master data, enabling a holistic, integrated and aligned
planning philosophy from the 12th month down to the
latest hour with reliable processes in Asia, Europe and
Americas.
This leads to:
» a system which allows an ongoing reduction of muda*
in both the production and planning areas
» an integrative and strategical cross-plant capacity
planning concept that ensures thyssenkrupp Steering will
recognize global defects in the planning and scheduling
process in an effective and early way
» a process harmonization and optimization of the plants
efficiency.
* Muda is a Japanese term that identifies useless activities or those
that do not add value or unproductive and is part of the lean concept,
at the base of the Toyota Production System.

STEFAN FINK

HEAD OF CC SUPPLY CHAIN EXCELLENCE
CORPORATE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
“A combination of functionality, implementation
support, flexibility and commercial aspects led us to
choose sedApta as a strategic partner in this huge
transformation process!”
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CASE STUDY

YVES ROCHER
Founded in 1959 at La Gacilly in Brittany, the Rocher
Group (Yves Rocher, Stanhome, Petit Bateau, Dr. Pierre
Ricaud, Daniel Jouvance, Kiotis, ID Parfums Paris, Flormar,
Sabon, Arbonne) is the precursor of the “Botanical Beauty”
thanks to Yves Rocher: a model of pioneering beauty,
created thanks to his passion for nature and at the service
of women.
For 60 years, the Yves Rocher brand has promoted
committed, true, natural, responsible and generous beauty,
like that imagined by Yves Rocher. To date, his vision has
been handed down from generation to generation thanks
to his son Jacques and his grandson Bris. Faithful to its
origins, the company continues to enhance the beauty
of all women by offering them accessible products and
contributing more and more to the respect of their skin
and the planet.
Yves Rocher becomes the number 1 Cosmetics Brand in
France (Source Kantar Worldpanel Beauty, in terms of
Volume & Value from 2007 to 2017).
Present in 110 countries, the family-run company now
employs 18,000 people, of which 6,500 in France. The
three production sites in Brittany produce 85% of the
volumes (La Gacilly produces products for personal hygiene
and liquid treatments, Ploermel produces perfumes, Rieux
make-up and paste treatments).

COMPANY

YVES ROCHER

SECTOR

COSMETIC

PROJECT

As a historical customer, the Rocher Group had a sedAptaosys solution linked to the traceability of production that
had become obsolete.
As part of a policy to update the technical infrastructure,
the decision to purchase a structured MES solution was
motivated by the need to acquire a scalable tool that
would integrate functionality beyond line performance
monitoring, while simplifying the IT environment and
optimizing operating costs.
The objectives were to:
» Manage operational performance through conventional
production indicators (KPIs)
» Trace plant OEE
» Follow machine times and manpower
» Follow and view the sequence of production orders
» Integrate maintenance operations to have the type of
breakdown per machine
» Establish quality checks by weighing the finished
product.

SOLUTION

The choice of Rocher Group naturally focused on
the MES solution of the sedApta suite that provides
an environment for the operational management of
production departments, with the possibility of declaring
the production progress and related activities, also

SIZE

18,000 EMPLOYEES

TURNOVER

€ 2.5 MLN (2017)

SEDAPTA MODULES
MES
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allowing real-time control of production together with the
advancement and management of production data.
The MES solution of the sedApta suite was therefore
implemented in the three Breton production sites; more
specifically, on the perimeter of the packaging of the
products that represent 56 production lines, 350 users
for data acquisition terminals, 75 users connected to the
sedApta MES.
This solution allows production operators to:
» Have direct access to the Pareto analysis of losses/OEE
on the production lines
» Be fully autonomous and responsible in assigning correct
priorities
» Improve performance.

BENEFITS

» Ease in using and reading consoles, with direct and realtime analysis of the various indicators and the status of
the lines
» Actual dashboard linked to line operation
» Time saving and data readability, as the reports no longer
require data formatting in Excel.

smart
manufacturing
made easy
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